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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation

Some time in 2012, Loie and I were reminiscing about our Driving 
the Stone Age trip to Turkey. We especially talked about Himmet, 
who drove and shepherded and tended us.

I can’t remember exactly how it came up, but at some point we 
were agreeing that a trip to Western Turkey, with Himmet, would 
be fun. And if we had a driver and a big car, maybe Father would 
like to go? It would be his “last hurrah.” There was one big problem 
with this idea, though.

Father had pretty bad sciatica. It was making it impossible for 
him to walk any distance. The “fireballs” down his legs were beyond 
merely painful, they were debilitating. We proposed our idea 
anyway, just in case something might be done.

I accompanied Father on several consultations with a hot-shot 
Johns Hopkins surgeon. There was much discussion about the risks 
and potential benefits of spinal laminectomy surgery to ameliorate 
Father’s spinal stenosis. Lo and behold, Father agreed to it. So in 
the fall of 2012, I was running down to Baltimore to help Freidrun 
shepherd Father through surgery, rehabilitation and returning 
home. She did the yeoman’s duty, staying overnight with Father in 
the hospital several nights.

The surgery worked! (Father’s surgeon, after it was all done, said, 
“Your dad is the oldest patient I’ve ever had.” I’m really glad I didn’t 
hear that before it all began.) However, a complication arose.

We visited Father and Freidrun several times in late 2012 and 
early 2013, and each time had to walk either to Donna’s Café or 
the Choclatea. Father couldn’t do it. He no longer had his sciatica 
fireballs, but now it became apparent that the sciatica had masked 
the existence—and importance—of another problem: arthitis in his 
hips. That wasn’t as painful as his fireballs, but Father still couldn’t 
comfortably walk any distance. When we talked with him about it, 

he said, “I’m doing excercise. We can go. But not to Turkey; to hill 
towns in Tuscany! And the Sistine Chapel.”

That was a surprise. Exactly what prompted thoughts of Tuscany 
we never did find out. And hill towns might be rather more chal-
lenging than being driven around the sights in Western Turkey. 
Loie and I shook our heads, but agreed that if his walking got some 
better, we would love to go back to Tuscany.

Of course we were remembering Loie’s birthday trip in 2000: 
Driving the Stone Age, Interlude I: A Tuscan Paradise. It would be 
great to try and see Fernanda and Mario again after all that time. 
We still had an email address for her son Nicola. Perhaps he could 
recommend a place to stay, and where to buy a truffle! 
From: bucky
Sent: Apr 23, 2:37 pm
To: Dolores Maminski, Nicola
Dear Nicola,
Ciao! Loie has said it all. (I will investigate an Italian SIM for my iPad, so 
WiFi might not be totally necessary.)
There are a thousand “villa’s” for rent, but not many townhouses in 
smaller towns. That’s what we need!
Hope we can see you soon.
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett

--------- Original Message ---------
Subject: RE: Your help with a visit to Tuscany?
From: Dolores Maminski
Date: 4/23/13 10:25 am
To: “Nicola”
Cc: “Bucky Edgett”
Ah! Wonderful!
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We haven’t booked flights yet, so the exact dates are not finalized, 
but at the moment we *think* we’d arrive on/about Monday, 
September 30 in Rome, drive to Tuscany, stay 10 nights, then back 
to Rome for 3 or 4 nights before flying home.
For Tuscany we would want 2 bedrooms and 2 shower (preferred)/
bath rooms. We could manage with 1 shower room but really 
need 2 toilets (old people!)  Kitchen for basic preparations, a “living 
room” to relax in the evenings and a dining area. A parking space 
would be necessary of course, and internet access/wifi is important 
to us. My father-in-law is able to walk but uses a cane and cannot 
not walk long distances, so going up more than a few steps to a 
bedroom or bathroom would not be suitable.
Ideally, we’d love to be located in a town or village where my father 
in law or his girlfriend might be able to walk to a bakery, restaurant, 
etc.
I copied Bucky on this so he can chime in with anything he feels I’ve 
left out.
Thank you so much for your offer to help!
Emoji Loie M.
Dolores (Loie) Maminski

Date: Tue, 23 Apr 2013 14:16:02 +0200
Subject: Re: Your help with a visit to Tuscany?
From: nicola
To: loie
Hi Dolores,
what a beautiful news! Sure I’ll be very glad to help you for 
accomodation and eventually plan your visit!
Let me know your needs and preferencies (also cost range) and 
I’ll help you.
Thanks a lot for your contact!
Regards,
Nicola

2013/4/23 Dolores Maminski 
Good morning, friends!
Bucky and I hope to return to Tuscany for 10 days in early 
October, bringing along Bucky’s 90 year old father, and his 
father’s girlfriend.
I am looking for a rental property for us, and I thought that 
perhaps, even though your family is out of the rental business 
yourselves, you might still have some connections to people in 
the area who do rent. If you do, and you feel you could help, 
I will send information on what our needs are for a rental 
property.
In any case, should we get this trip organized, we hope to 
include a visit with our old friends in Tuscany, and also, to 
finally meet your wife.
Emoji Loie
Dolores (Loie) Maminski

Nicola even had advice on dining…
From: nicola
To: loie
Subject: R: October visit
Date: Tue, 27 Aug 2013 22:36:09 +0200
Hi Dolores,
happy to read your mail! Regarding your first question, I think Carla 
could be busy, but more probably she has taken some days for holi-
days… However, I will try to contact she and I’ll give you an answer!
For your second question, pizzeria Giusti in Cancelli is still there! And 
quality of pizza is the same, I can confirm!
I can confirm also that it’s one of the best place in Valdarno to eat 
pizza, but if you want to eat a real napolitan pizza, I’ll suggest a great 
place in Florence!
Waiting to meet you!
Sincerely,
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Nicola
Loie researched a few places to stay. Our friends Hilary and 

Mark recommended their traditional place in Barberino Val d’Elsa. 
Eventually, after looking at a lot of possibilities and evaluating 
which would have the least amount of stairs for Father to climb, we 
settled on Nicola’s recommendation of his friend’s Carla’s fattoria: 
Fattoria Antognoni near Regello. It was only a few miles from where 
we stayed with Fernanda and Mario, and where they now lived. 
Perfect.

Once Loie began finalizing that place, she got an email.
Subject: Re: October 5 arrival
Date: Sat, 31 Aug 2013 15:57:14 +0200
Ciao Loie
Don’t worry there is no problem.
I have just to ask you a stupid thing if you can help me
I’m looking for a dog collar that is prodused in your country and is 
difficult to find in Italy,the name is COLLAR GARMIN DC40.
Have you ever seen this shop, I meen GARMIN shop?
Thanks in advantage
Ciao Carla

That opened a whole can of worms! It wasn’t difficult to identify 
the product for which Carla was searching. But identifying and 
satisfying were two different things.
Date: Wed, 4 Sep 2013 11:23:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Garmin Astro DC 40 Extra Collar / Transmitter
To: loie; sales@
Dolores
Thanks for contacting Gun Dog Supply.
You will need a 220 volt adapter.
http://www.gundogsupply.com/g2-european-charger.html
We do not ship the Astro or Alpha outside of the US.
You might try contacting the folks below for info on international 

products and international dealers.
www.garmin.com
Please let me know if you have any questions or need any further 
assistance.
We do appreciate your business.
Thanks,
Paul
Gun Dog Supply - http://www.gundogsupply.com

We did email Garmin and found one possible reason 
for not shipping abroad—other than the cost—was 

t hat t he col lars were i l lega l  to use in Ita ly. 
Apparently the radio frequency they used was 
reserved for government or emergency services 
in Italy. Not in France or Germany, but definitely 
in Italy. As far as we could make out, owning the 
collars wasn’t illegal. But using them was. So 

now a dilemma: would anyone care about our 
carrying them into the country? Would our own TSA object to 
them as some kind of weird GPS enabled devices? Oh brother; now 
we were contemplating being smugglers.

I called the Italian embassy in Washington. A very nice young 
man said he didn’t think the collars would be a problem.

“I travel many times,” he said. “In England, no liquids. They 
do not allow liquids, even our baby milk. In France, they hate 
electronics. Always looking at computers and phones. In Italy, they 
look for cigarettes, alcohol, if you have too much, to pay duties. 
Not electronics entering Italy. No problem with that.” This was, of 
course, something more along anecdotal evidence than actual legal 
advice. Loie and I debated for a few days, then decided we’d try it. 
The collars were duly ordered and quickly arrived.

We were surprised by how heavy the things turned out to be. At 
least a pound apiece. These were going to make a (smallish) dent in 

http://www.fattoria-antognoni.com/
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our luggage allowance. We decided to try taking them in separate  
bags to both distribute the weight and hope that if one got noticed 
and stolen or held back, the others would get through.

Nicola helped us with advice on airport security for Father…
Dolores Maminski
Sent: Sep 24, 7:26 am
To: Nicola
Cc: Bucky Edgett
Thanks, Nicola! If Gene ever had a “card” he may not now - he’s one 
of those people who loses things. Emoji
Bucky - will this translation help with your Dad coming home through 
FCO?
P.S. If you talk to Carla, we have the collars.
Dolores (Loie) Maminski

Date: Tue, 24 Sep 2013 08:42:22 +0200
Subject: Re: Question
From: nicola
To: loie
Hi Dolores, I know it can be sufficient your father-in-law takes with 
him the card of the device. (don’t forget this!)
In italian is called ”tesserino del portatore di dispositivo impianta-
bile”. Each device should have one.
What do u think?
 Anyhow at the airport you can say:

“Mio suocero porta un pacemaker e non può attraversare il metal 
detector, nè essere controllato con un metaldetector manuale. Ho il 
tesserino del portatore di dispositivo impiantabile e so che questo è 
sufficiente ad evitare il metal detector.”
 It’s clear?
 Let me know.
Nicola

2013/9/23 Dolores Maminski

Hi Nicola!
My father-in-law has a pacemaker - a device that sends an 
electrical signal to his heart to keep the heart rhythm stable. We 
want to be able to make it clear at the Rome airport when going 
through security that he cannot go through the metal detector 
or be “wanded.” These devices can disrupt the pacemaker signal 
to his heart or possibly damage the device so it doesn’t work 
properly.
Can you suggest the proper Italian words to show the security 
staff so that they understand why he can’t follow the normal 
procedure?
Thanks!
Dolores (Loie) Maminski

I made paper “cards” for us all to carry to have on hand as we 
went through the various checkpoints…

Scheda di noti�ca

Ho la seguente condizione di salute, disabilità o dispositivo 

medico che in�uenzerà la mia ispezione:

Non posso essere proiettati con scanner o 

rivelatore di metalli portatili.

Capisco che presentando questa carta 

non mi esime dal controllo.

medico impiantato (pace maker)

I have the following health condition, disability or medical 
device that will affect my screening:

Pacemaker
I can not be screened with scanners or magnetic wands.

I understand that presenting this card does not 
exempt me from screening.
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Father was talking to his cardiologist and eventually got some 
kind of card. We hoped they would be sufficient.

I was, at the same time, investigating wheelchairs. At first, Father 
had balked at getting a wheelchair. But by now it was obvious that 
even with his exercise and therapy, he couldn’t spend hours walking 
around hill towns or museums. We looked at a map of the Vatican 
and I showed him the distance from the entrance to the chapel.

“Father, you can’t walk that far. And even if you did, you’d be 
in pretty bad pain by the time we got there. Then we have to walk 
back. Then get home. We need a wheelchair. It’ll just make things so 
much better.”

Father relented, and even went to a medical supply store to find 
out about getting a Medicare grant for one. That didn’t work out 
very well. He could get one, but it would be heavy, and really only 
suitable for indoor use: skinny hard tires, hard handgrips, no seat 
cushion. My research was telling me there were wheelchairs, and 
wheelchairs. I went to the store and talked to the nice lady there.

“No, we don’t carry any but these. These are the only ones 
Medicare pays for, and all of our customers are Medicare recipients. 
So that’s what we have!” It made perfect sense, but even though 
the few people I had talked to through their online stores were 
themselves rather vague about what might truly be appropriate 
for trundling around hill towns and the streets of Rome, it was 
obvious the Medicare approved chairs wouldn’t work: too heavy, 
chancy construction, hard/jouncy tires, no seat cushions to absorb 
the jouncing. I went to the Slow Travel site, and got conflicting advice. 

Eventually I spoke to a lady at Sunrise Medical, who seemed to 
understand my concerns and have advice on different chairs that 
might suit. She had a lower and a higher priced recommendation, 
thought the lower priced would squeak by, and agreed to send me 
one with pneumatic tires and special cushion right away. So we 
bought it! I got bicycle handlebar padding for it, replacing the hard 

plastic handgrips with cushy foam pads.
Loie said, “What’s this chair’s name?” (We name everything.) I 

said, “Breezy,” because that was the brand name.
“No,” said Loie, “That’s too obvious. I think it’s name is Easy 

Peasy, because that’s what it’s going to make this trip. Easy peasy.” 
So now we had Easy Peasy and a title for the trip!

We were almost ready. One last thing remained…
Sent: Sep 27, 4:50 pm
To: Nicola
Cc: Dolores Maminski
Dear Nicola,
Yes, thank you for the advice! We are working on having Father find 
his card of the device. Or getting a declaration. Having the Scheda 
di notifica is merely a means of communication, because we do not 
speak Italian!
Now, here is a question: do you or any of your friends or family 
know about tartufi? I think the truffle season will begin while we 
are in Tuscany. If we could find a reliable, honest merchant who 
has true Umbrian tartufi, could we have a dinner with you and your 
family having a frittata/omelette with tartufo? Or pasta with tartufo? 
Mmmmmmm! That would be fun!
Perhaps we will be too early for fresh tartufi. But it is fun to think 
about.
Yours truly,
Bucky

Unfortunately, this last email went unanswered. There was a 
good reason for that, as you will find if you read on far enough. So 
we went to Tuscany without previous truffle planning. Sometimes 
one just has to wing it.

http://slowtalk.com/groupee/forums/a/tpc/f/5761018721/m/171002729001%3Fr%3D638008729001%23638008729001
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Day 1: Friday, October 4, 2013—Departure

We planned for easy supper the night before departure 
with Blue Point crab cakes, cole slaw, Zesty fries and Woody 
Allen’s movie set in Rome. I ran errands in the morning 
including taking Dad his lunches; finished packing at 8 PM.

All went smoothly on our travel day, leaving our house at 
9:30, except that on autopilot and with us chatting, Bucky 
turned off on 795 heading for Gene’s instead of Kinley’s house. 
We exited on Franklin Boulevard, turned around and drove 
back up 795 to drive down the valley, arriving at 10:40. Spent 
a little time at K’s fussing with jumpy excited Trouble dog, 
but arrived more or less on schedule (11:30) at Gene’s house 
and G & F were dressed and ready to go, so we left at 11:45, 15 
minutes ahead of my planned schedule.*

Arrived at the shuttle lot around 1 PM, missed 1st shuttle 
because I misunderstood where it picked up passengers. Got 
the next one and boarded with wheelchair undeconstructed. 
We took the big and small green bags for checking, Purple 
Pounder** for my carryon, big green tote (WC seat cushion, 
electronics, Sleeper Seat) for B’s carryon. I carried the black 
purse-like cosmetic bag as my personal item, with actual 
purse inside plus travel documents. G & F checked one bag 

* There was a whole big megillah about this. We didn’t want to drive Loie’s car 
to Father’s house. Parking there is limited to residents, and cars get stolen. No 
way, especially since neither Father or Friedrun had a residents’ pass to put on 
the dashboard (“I know we had one somehwere, we can’t find it”) we would leave 
Rocket Grrl down there for two weeks. A friend had said he could take us down, 
but then some complication arose. So we called Kinley and she agreed to let us 
leave Rocket Grrl at her house, ferry us down town, and pick us up on arrival.

** The new wheelie bag Loie bought that was an ultralight piece of luggage.

and each carried on a knapsack.
We checked bags and, unencumbered with boarding passes 

but with no assigned gate, we made our way to Harry’s Tap 
Room for lunch. Standard fare that killed some time, then on 
to security. Due to Gene and the wheelchair, we went through 
security like nobody’s business.***

We were motioned into a special disabled line, with no 
one in front of us. So, no line, took a little time to examine 
the wheelchair but we received a lot of attention, and the 
staff checking were pleasant. By the time we passed through 
security our gate—C27—was announced.

Then it was up and down elevators to get to the train to go 
to Terminal C. Fast train, Gate 27 next to the last gate—of 
course! Arrived at the boarding gate at 3:30 with a 4:45 board-
ing time. There were empty seats and no arm rests—Gene 
stretched out for a nap. B & G got priority boarding and the 
wheelchair went up front in the cabin. Friedrun and I were in 
boarding Group 4 and boarded quickly with no trouble find-
ing overhead storage space. My inflatable sleeper seat helped 
a bit, slept some on the flight. No excitement on the flight. We 
were all in Economy +; G & F in row 24 aisle and middle on 

*** This, unbeknownst to us at the time, set a standard for the trip. We wheeled 
along to what we thought was our entrance to the security line, but were waved 
to another place. When we got there, an agent said, “I was trying to wave you in 
here.” Well, we didn’t notice that, but he was correct. We got in a line that had two 
people—a wheelchair lady and her psuher—in front of us and were through the 
security check in minutes. Father in a wheelchair would be a passport to all kinds 
of services and considerations. If he would stay in it and not be a martyr to the 
cause of “I can walk, I can do it.” Read on.
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Day 1: Friday, October 4, 2013—Departure

the right side of the plane, B & I row 23 aisle and middle seat 
(3 seats in the middle row.) on an almost full plane. Much 
improved movie selections (I watched the new Star Trek) 
ability to pause a movie or exit then go back and fast forward 
to the stopping place; much better earphone sound and high 
def on the screen. Decent supper; indulged in wine, red Pays 
d’Oc. Ha! 
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Landed on time, around 8:20. Wheelchair fine. Long line 
to go through Customs but a stamp and a wave of the hand 
pass through. On and on, up and down, to get to baggage 
claim, easily found ours but Friedrun couldn’t recall if there 
were any special tags or mark on their generic indistinguish-
able black suitcase. Bucky pulled dozens of fat black suitcases 
off the baggage belt before striking paydirt. Then off to find 
Budget rental. 

There were lots of people waiting to get car paperwork 
but Budget was not busy. Got keys and paperwork in quick 
order, given quick turn right, left, left “can’t miss it” direc-
tions to the garage—the car was parked in B43, a black Ford 
Focus. Parked in B43, however, was a monstrous 8 seater 
van! Amazingly Budget had a staffed office in the garage so I 
asked. The CS rep looked at the cover sheet—B35! Okay, back. 
Despite Friedrun’s sunny optimism that all our luggage would 
pull a Harry Potter night bus and shrink to fit, the Focus was 
doomed from the start as Bucky had immediately known.

I returned to the counter to plead our case. The clerk found 
another car at no extra cost, and we found the new car, a 
white Mercedes. It looked about the same and I went back 
again. The clerk suggested a 3d car and I said I would just 
look at that first. It was even smaller! 

Bucky decided to try car #2, the Mercedes. One difference 
was it did not have a cover that dropped down over the trunk-
space like car #1, thus allowing a hillbilly “pack to the roof” 
arrangement. And the trunk was a little bigger—our big 
suitcase fit longwise, allowing others to fit beside it, unlike 
in car #1. By deconstructing the wheelchair and stuffing the 
black knapsack and green tote bag under one side of the chair, 

B filled up the trunk, put our small green green suitcase and 
my new Purple Pounder in a stack on the back seat between 
Freidun and me; Friendrun’s knapsack at her feet, my black 
carryon bag at my feet. Crowded but doable, and giving us a 
smaller car to maneuver in Italy than the giant van in B43.

Bucky always likes to make sure he understands how the 
rental car operates before he pulls out. This one had 6 gears 
but he couldn’t make it back up! He kept trying, and we kept 
inching forward. He was just about to get out to ask for help 
when we heard a man walking along saying to someone else 
“I can’t find reverse!” Aha! Bucky was gone just a short while 
and came back laughing.

“I should have remembered this!” he said. “We had a car 
one time that had the same system. You have to pull up on 
the knob to shift into reverse!” Problem solved and we were 
on our way. With the proviso that Father had to chime in 
about how the pull-up system was different from every other 
car, and B said, “It’s a safety feature. This way, no one, or their 
dogs or luggage or packages can fall on the gear shift and 
accidentally put the car in reverse while it’s driving.”

One small problem occured when we were driving out of 
the parking lot. We had to go through a ticket gate barrier, 
but we had no ticket to put in the machine!

B said, “Darn, I remember reading about this, we were sup-
posed to get an exit ticket from the rental office.” He pressed 
the Talk button on the machine, and said something about 
“No Bigglietti, rental car,” the barrier lifted and we were on 
our way.
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It took Skinny Girl* a little while to find her footing, but 
getting out of FCO and on the road was easy as was the whole 
drive. Road to the west side of the Rome ring road, around to 
A1, drive to Figline Valdarno—good European style destina-
tion signs. But it was nice to follow the route on SG if for no 
other reason than discovering we crossed the Tiber River 
at least 6 times. It became a joke to say, “Crossing the Tiber 
River!” and look out the window to see if we could actually 
see the little river.

Heavy rain at times; two traffic slowdowns. One appeared 
to be an oil spill that workers covered with absorbent mate-
rial—something bright yellow making streaks back and forth 
on the pavement. From FCO to “home,” 3 hours 10 minutes, 
and that with Bucky driving 80—100 mph at times. 

We found the fattoria without any problem—after getting 
off the highway SG and B’s pins came into their element—but 
as we pulled in the driveway realized we did not exactly know 
at which door to knock among the four buildings with their 
multiple doors. There was a car with the trunk open and a 
truck, so we knew someone was home.

B plunged in as usual and followed noises and called up 
some stairs and found a man who said he was a friend of the 
family staying for a while helping do some renovation. He 
knocked on a door and called out a lady.

It began to rain again and a young woman ran over with 
an umbrella. Not Carla, but Mary/Maria, as it turned out, 
married to Carla’s brother.

Then Carla appeared with another umbrella. Carla and 

* Our iPad, on which I have an offline mapping app: Pocket Earth. The app has 
the ability to use the iPad’s builtin GPS system to show us our location on its 
maps. I  also loaded it with a multitude of “Pins,” location markers with notes. 

Mary took us into the Villa and Carla said the villa apart-
ment—our original choice for Gene & Friedrun—due to big 
rooms and high ceilings, was going to be cold—difficult to 
heat. This apartment was beautiful—a huge entry, a sitting 
room off it with antiques and chandelier, a wine press in the 
foyer, several bedrooms and so forth.

She offered them the choice of another apartment—in a 
different building—that was smaller than the Villa and still 
one floor. G & F opted for the smaller apartment. We took 
the one with 2 bedrooms up a flight of wooden stairs—in yet 
another building—the one we had booked with the under-
standing it had insufficient seating for 4 in the living area.

G & F then had enough seating and a 4 seat kitchen table 
(just like Friedrun’s house) in case we want to eat suppers 
at home with them. So that all got worked out with walking 
back and forth in the rain with Friedrun trying to translate 
and us not understanding at first that we were getting choices 
because no one else was staying there. Whew!

We met 3 dogs, a big lovely stinky white dog whose name 
I forget; Luna, a lovely small, young, white dog who is very 
friendly and likes to be petted and scratched, and a 13 year 
old scruffy little stiff-legged dog who is friendly but keeps her 
distance. 

Once we got ourselves more or less organized, Carla asked 
the price of the dog collars, so she could tell her friend for 
whom they were purchased.**

She also said they would host a supper prepared by her 
mother for us and Nicola, Marie, Mario and Fernanda, one 
night while we are here. They will spend all of their profit 

** We didn’t know this. We had just assumed the collars were for Carla, or some-
one in her family. Live and learn.
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from renting to us on food! Carla gave us a bottle of sparkling 
white Venetian wine from a friend’s vineyard. She got (I think 
she said) 1,000 bottles, all unlabeled! Maybe she meant 100 
bottles…

We talked with G & F about schnibble supper or going out, 
and Gene wanted to go to a restaurant. We decided Giusti 
would be crowded on Saturday night, so we asked Carla. She 
recommended a restaurant a 2 minute drive away and made 
us a reservation for 7:30 PM. We drove to the Viaggio Coop 
for snacks before supper—rosemary crackers, f latbread, 
Pecorino, pesto. A little more unpacking/nap time, then to 
the restaurant. 

When we walked in, it was vast and mostly empty. A 
friendly outgoing server made us welcome. We started with 
appetizers: caprese (bufalo mozzarella), seafood (squid etc.), 
bresola, plus Campari for B and Montenegro Amaro (fab!) 
for me. Now the place was filling up. Then pizzas: Napoletana 
for G, sausage for B, ham for me. Salad for F. Bottle of white 
Vernaccia, chocolate bomb (Carla’s recommendation) cake/
sauce and Tiramisu. Plus clear and golden Grappa. Neither 
remarkable. Bottle of sparkling water. 68 E for the lot. Italy!

http://www.laghidellatranquillita.it/default_eng.asp


A screen shot of the maps we used on Skinny Girl. They had a moving blue ball locator.
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Day 3: Sunday, October 6, 2013—San Gimignano

Friedrun was up early for a morning constitutional—she 
took a walk Sat evening too. Later on Sunday she said she’d 
walked to the next town on her Sunday morning walk. Bucky 
was up by 9 or maybe earlier but Gene and I slept till at least 
10. We decided to go to San Gimigiano. Carla came by to get 
our passport information and the dog collars. Bucky took the 
opportunity to ask if we could have tartuffo as part of the 
supper; Carla said no truffles in Tuscany, they are in Umbria, 
but she would ask a friend who has a restaurant. And, that 
pasta, butter and truffles is the best, most delicious combina-
tion. Fingers crossed. She asked if we would be back by 6:30 or 
so, but we said no—she said the friend who wanted the dog 
collars wanted to give his personal thanks. Maybe another 
day. 

After a wary cat who might have come to be petted was 
driven off by fierce orange cat, we started out our excursion at 
about 11 AM. (!)
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Arriving in San Gimignano, lunch

We navigated scenic back roads to drive through winding 
mountain roads, vineyards and olive trees. The sun came 
out and the sky was dramatic with all kinds of white clouds 
and blue sky. Arrived SG a little before 2, and began the hunt 
for parking. Loads of tourists and full parking lots. B finally 
spotted an elevator going up (Gene could not do the walk up 
the steep inclines) and he backed up on the road to pull into 
the entrance to the “residents only” parking lot. After offload-
ing G and wheelchair, B drove off to park. Alas, the elevator 
was broken. Gene opted to climb the stairs and, as a matter 
of fact, went up pretty quickly. When B arrived he wheeled 
the chair up, dragging it behind him. Gene kept walking up 
the incline, and to our surprise, walked most of the time in 
SG. The wheelchair did get free entrance for him and Bucky 
into the Duomo. But the Duomo was not our first stop. Our 
first stop was lunch at Locando…sitting outside under a big 
awning on the Piazza San Agostino. Chosen when we saw 
signs for local businesses.

I saw Vin Santo on the menu, so of course I had to have 
one. Both G & F had salads; we ordered sheep cheese and 
ham (came with bruschetta +) and B had rabbit, I had pasta 
cingiale. And a mezzo Vernaccia. Delicious!









































Courtesy of Gene
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On to the Duomo—medieval courtyard

On to the Duomo, which was temporarily closed due to a 
baptism being conducted just outside the entrance door on 
the side of the Duomo—blocking off the enyrance! We sat on 
the steps out front, on the piazza, to view towers and read a 
bit about them, then walked to the medieval courtyard to see 
frescoes by Sodoma. We liked that one because the subject 
was “administering justice,” which fit in which G’s career in 
the law!

Interesting, also tower bells and other frescoes. I had a 
good feeling about that place, it felt happy. Somewhere along 
the way F and I bought postcards and stamps. Then, back to 
the Duomo. 
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The Duomo and town square

And very beautiful indeed. Well preserved frescoes; the 
French Guys’ Cadogan guidebook directed us to the Last 
Judgment fresco which they described as too delicate to give 
details. So of course we raced over to find it, and Friedrun 
saw it first. And salacious it was—not the usual devourings 
by wild beasts—women being raped with instruments and 
demon tails, the devil shitting gold coins into the open 
mouth of a usurer and other degrading or humiliating pun-
ishments. Then the chapel of St. Fina, with frescoes painted 
by Ghirandaio “or his school,” including one that shows the 
towers of SG. 

Walked to the next, adjoining piazza. Saw the town well 
and a puppet show!





Main square with the town well…
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The end of our day in San Gimignano

Friedrun and Bucky went off to find the park and good 
tower views that we had found in 2000. Perhaps G could get 
to it for a sunset view?

I sat with Gene at a gellatoria; he said that since he gave up 
weekend drinking, he now has weekend ice cream eating! He 
ordered the small 5 E dish, choosing Pistachio and hazelnut 
ice cream. A large serving plus 3 cookies. I ordered a bottle of 
water, then an espresso. He took a handful of sugar packets 
for F. Bill was 9 E 90.

The party reassembled—B and F had decided Gene prob-
ably couldn’t get to the park, so B took pictures to show—and 
I went last to the toilet, coming out to find F eating an ice 
cream cone. On the way to the parking lot, I saw an alimen-
tari and asked F if they’d like to get a simple supper. Yes, she 
said. As she and Gene finished up, Bucky said we should do 
the same as we had a long drive home. Ha! He was reading 
the future. 
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Home

We’d decided to take the R3 to the A1 outside Firenze for 
a faster ride home. But getting out of SG was not easy. For a 
relatively small place it has a LOT of one-way streets. It took 
quite a while plus a pullover to get us on the R3. Then, a quick 
fast ride in on/off rain up to the A1 south of Firenze. We 
assumed getting on the A1 would be a piece of cake. HA! 

Approaching what was clearly the toll booths for access 
was a traffic mess rivaling the Magic Roundabout, but in this 
case there were cars everywhere driven by confused drivers. 
We took note a truck that had pulled over—even a trucker 
was confused!—then darted in front of us across the road to 
the booths.

We followed suit after surveying the situation, and, thru 
the toll booth paused to make sure the right turn was the 
right turn; heard our first Italian horn blowing. Got on the A1 
south towards Rome and were home lickety split, for another 
casual supper with G & F, and the decision to go to Siena 
tomorrow—they don’t want long drives 2 days in a row! 

11:30, still missing some notes about dogs met and pho-
tographed today, but time for sleep and an earlier start to 
another day in Tuscany. 
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Day 4: Monday, October 7, 2013—Siena

F & G had requested a shorter driving day, so we chose 
Siena. The morning looked cloudy and threatening rain, and 
that indeed was the forecast but even though so much in 
Tuscany is outdoors, we pushed on, deciding to go as much as 
possible by the highway.
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Into Siena

About halfway there the sun came out and by the time we 
arrived in Siena the day was looking promising. Finding a 
place to park without having familiarity with a place—espe-
cially in an ancient, large Italian hill town—is a challenge. 
Finding one at midday that is Libero is even harder! But we 
did find one, and free, outside the city wall. Once again, to 
our surprise, Gene was willing and able to walk more than 
anticipated, though at one point on the walk from the car 
he complained of chest pain. Friedrun was very good with 
him, saying “Breathe in, breathe out. Breathe in, breathe out. 
Slowly.” She spoke softly and swayed back and forth while 
repeating the chant, almost meditatively, and it immediately 
calmed Gene, he even grinned at a little joke she made. We 
could see the cathedral tower in the distance so we set off, 
Bucky rolling Gene in the chair through busy city streets. 

























Courtesy of Gene
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Lunch on a hill

We walked into the historic district which is full of steep 
streets going vertiginously up and down. We’d paused—pho-
tos, checking locations—and Gene noticed a street name 
on the wall. He remembered from the guidebook it was the 
home of a recommended restaurant and looking down we 
saw 2 restaurants perilously perched halfway down the street. 
The table legs and seats had been cut and secured to be level 
on the steep slant. “Let’s eat there!”

Ribolitta for F&G, (check receipts for details), roast ham 
hock for B. On to the Duomo by going down the precipitous 
street. Gene walking—too steep to wheel! I noticed decorated 
street lights—B thought they had the symbols of the contrada, 
the neighborhoods, for decorations. At the bottom of the hill, 
a notice board had something about the contrada of the goose, 
and the picture of the goose was the same as on the lights. 



While Bucky looks at his map, Father finds a restaurant.
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F & G walked out to a viewpoint and saw the church we had walked by.
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At the Duomo

Made it to the D up some fierce stairs—ramps. I bought 
entrance tickets for us all then G was upset because he had 
found out he and B could go in for free—handicapped rates! 
So we made a nice donation.

The floor was incredible—carved inlaid black and white 
marble illustrations of legends. Impossible to really get any 
good pictures: too big!
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Siena Duomo: Piccolomini Library

My favorite: Piccolomini Library. Bought a small book about it.

http://www.discovertuscany.com/siena/piccolomini-library.html
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Rain at the Duomo

As we came out, the rain came down, pouring. Stood under 
the roof of the loggia for a while, rain sort of letting up, some 
people made a dash, then starting up again. We had wanted 
to also see the Campo piazza where they run the horse races—
no chance of that in the rain.

I recommended a cab back to the car—I had seen a sign for 
a taxi stand, with a # to call, on the other end of the piazza. B 
was hesitant but then he tried and a nice lady spoke English!

B walked over to stand by the taxi sign and a cab came 
in less than five minutes. Drove over to us, B showed our 
parking lot on the SG map, we were off. Drove through the 
Campo piazza in the rain with B saying, “look around, look 
around.” Rained out!



Courtesy of Gene
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Supper and a treat

Stopped to eat at a place we passed, out in the country. Bit 
touristy but good food.

When we got home, Carla stopped us and gave us a huge 
bag of treats, sent from the dog collar people. Bags of cookies 
and a tray of sweet pastries. All wrapped in paper with the 
name of some place. I think Carla was telling us her mother 
made the pastries.

http://ristoranteborgoantico.it/
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Day 5: Tuesday, October 8, 2013—Florence

Not the earliest start a day ever had—bright sun, though.
Tried to take train, no parking—lot completely full.

Drove to Florence; a little confusion finding parking; 
ended up in Fortessa lot, bit of a walk around.
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Walk by the Baptistry doors

Walked to Uffizi. Passed a library—thought no time to stop. 
Rubbed door virtues. 

We did make good time and stopped near the museum for 
quick sandwich lunch.
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Uffizi gallery

Found ticket pickup office and museum entrance. Tiny 
elevator ONLY for HC people; strident door keeper in a 
verbal fight with tour leader.

Over 140 rooms on two f loors; we were selective in our 
choices and still were there from 12:45 to 4:30. Snack on ter-
race in between galleries.
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Santa Croce

Gene wanted to visit Santa Croce recommended by a 
friend; arrived 4 minutes before closing doors to last entries; 
F ran around to the back, G trucking along behind. They got 
in but the guard said Chiuso! I said but my father in law and 
girlfriend got in; she saw the wheelchair, frowned and said 20 
minutes ONLY! I bought tickets (Gene free) and we raced in.

At 5:30 headed out, F followed by G sneaked in a back 
door into a chapel on the cloister, we tried to follow and were 
sternly told to vamoose (Guard had been elsewhere smoking 
not guarding and he had to shoo out a bunch of people.) Gene 
looked sheepish as while he’d been yelling at people taking 
flash pictures he was about ready to shoot a picture just when 
the guard laid down the law.

Too early for the osteria his friend recommended so we 
chose a deserted but warm ristorante/pizzeria on the piazza. 
Decent, expensive, not spectacular. Taxi to parking, out of 
garage 8:20, out of Florence and on the highway 8:40, home 
9:05.
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Home

Emailed Nicola, Dad, Laura. Ate some sweets from the dog 
collar people, decided on Assisi tomorrow, charging Beachy 
Girl: Dad has already replied!

No gatto for the bed tonight. 
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Day 6: Wednesday, October 9, 2013—Assisi

Assissi Basilica. This is the trip of one event per day plus 
eating. Today, drive to Assissi.

Stopped traff ic southbound A1 below Montevarchi. 
Eventually saw 4 workers and 3 trucks, a 20 foot patch of 
roadwork. Delay of 30 minutes on the main road from Firenze 
to Roma. Italy.

Stopped on the roadside just before A to take pictures of 
the view. Dramatic in fog and cloud. G & B stepped off into 
the trees for pipi rustique—G emerged with huge clods of 
mud on shoes. B a bit less. Ten minutes spent cleaning shoes!







Courtesy of Gene
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Into Assisi

Arrived underground parking at base of S. Francis Basilica 
around 11 am. B squeezed into tiny space (the vehicle we 
thought we were going to have would never have fit) with an 
inch or less to spare next to the pillar.

Up the hill and up again to the lower level of the B. Bucky 
pushed Gene most of the way.*

Beautiful piazza in front of church.
Lower church beautiful, too much to take in as always. 

Lots of tour groups. One fresco of Madonna and child shows 
S. F.—claim is this portrait is accurate. But I like the mono-
chrome (except for his green book) monk with the scary face 
and loopy fingers to the left of the fresco. Very amateurish.

Upper church required lots of steps, opted for outside 
entrance. G insisted on walking up the many steps and did. 

Inside beautiful. 2 dozen Giotto frescoes of the life of st. f. 
Creating first crèche. Preaching to the birds. Returning his 
fine clothes to his father. Beautiful carved wooden seats with 
inlays of trades, famous faces, etc. Nice bookshop.

* Unfortunately, I realized too late that there was a principal involved here. The 
best thing would have been to drive the crew as close as could be achieved, drop 
them off, and then go park. Live and learn.

http://www.wikipaintings.org/en/cimabue/saint-francis-of-assisi-detail
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Nun driving a mini-van. Unfortunarely, not riding a bicycle.













We didn’t walk up here. It was just a pretty scene.
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Minerva’s temple

Up the street to Minerva’s temple. Incredible outside, did 
not enter. Hot lump lunch on piazza. Serious rain. Chased 
away from the front of the leather shop, went inside the café. 

B and I finally decided to brave the rain and retrieve the 
car to PU F & G. Asked about Bancomat, directed to one 
on square, no go—credit Union. F had said she’d seen one 
but didn’t say so. Almost to the garage, we spotted it and 
withdrew 700 E on two draws, 2 cards. 

Back up to retrieve F & G, parked next to Carbinieri sta-
tion—with informal permission to stay only a minute—and 
I retrieved them. Not much rain then, but my shoes, feet and 
pants were soaked. 
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Home and supper

In the car, 90 minutes home, stopped at grocery for F to 
buy supplies, home, unpack to go to Giusti, when B said, are 
they closed on Wed? I looked it up and YES, closed on Wed! 
So, off to Langhi del Tranquilata for another lovely meal with 
leftovers to take home. Another Amaro Montenegro for me. 
Home, and a note from Carla that family supper is delayed to 
Friday night. So no sleep in tomorrow!

And, no gatto. Poopers.
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Day 7: Thursday, October 10, 2013—Hill Towns: Castelnuovo dei Sabbioni, Radda in Chianti, San Giusto in 
Salcia, Ama, Castellina in Chianti, Monteriggioni; Giusti’s

Handed over laundry yesterday; due to rain not dry—p/u 
TH night. 

Late start at 11 but B had planned nearby spots to visit and 
supper at Giusti! 
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Castelnuovo dei Sabbioni

Stop to look over the valley of the nuke.*
F exclaiming about how good a car we had—Mercedes, 

German. B has named it White Lightning! It does drive well 
on the twisty Tuscan roads.

* One morning I had noticed a plume of smoke or steam way far downhill from 
our villa. I joked with Freidrun that it looked like a volcano. Turns out it was the 
steam from the nuclear power plant. Whoa!
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Radda in Chianti

First town: Radda in Chianti that in 2000 we drove around 
but never visited. Paid parking on wall perimeter and walked 
in; not so steep or big as Assisi’s medieval centro. Church 
with Infant of Prague in a side chapel.

Cute; interesting enoteca but only seating for 10, full up. 
Bought car lunch at an alimentary—deer leg with hoof in the 
case. Sandwiches, insalata de mare, spinach, fizzy water. Out 
of Radda to the church enroute to Ama.



View from Radda in Chianti.









































Courtesy of Gene




























































































For car lunch. The store closed while we were in it.
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San Giusto in Salcia, Ama

Out of Radda to the church enroute to Ama; gorgeous 
location, peaceful, magnificent house with courtyard. A man 
working, ignored us, lying down black guard dog; locked 
church; mail flyers stuck in the big house locked gate. 

We had car lunch in the parking area by the church. G 
asked Bucky to try some of the anchovies he had bought in 
the store. B did and immediately spit it out.

“That’s nothing but salt! It’s burning my tongue,” he said.
“I thought they were salty,” said Gene.*
Pipi rustique at the bottom of the drive and on to Ama.
Flyspeck town; drove along rutted farm lane alongside 

grape vineyards. Could not find “castle” mentioned in FG’s 
book. Drove on.

* Father’s anchovies became a theme. Right off the bat, as part of the first grocery 
shopping, he had asked us to get some to have with crackers at the villa. We 
couldn’t imagine why, in the middle of Tuscany, land of bounty, he wanted cheap 
tinned anchovies. Eventually, we thought it was a combination of the familiar and 
easy, a link home: comfort food. This batch, though, was anything but comfort-
able! They must have been intended for cooking, not snacking.



Radda crowns the hill in the distance.























































This was where we had just been picnicing by the church.
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Castellina in Chianti

Then to Estruscan tomb outside Castellini in Chianti—
Tumulo de Montecalvario; left G in the car; 4 entrances into 
4 tombs in one mound. No light; I had a key light and saw 
a light fixture which remembered me that the sign at the 
entrance had push button for 15 minutes of light. F decided 
G had to see it, she ran down to the car and dragged him out. 
B was concerned about leaving the car unattended parked 
on what had to be personal property; I offered to stay. B’s 
instincts were right; 5 minutes after they left the owner told 
me to get off his property and use the public parking. I spent 
a few minutes figuring out how to operate the car then moved 
it a few feet to the public road. Phewph!







Looking down the lane from the mound. The car is parked on the right at the bottom.



















The corbelled vaulting of the ceilings reminded us of a 
miniature Maes Howe, which we saw in Scotland.




























































Courtesy of Gene
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Monteriggioni

Gas and toilet then on to Monteriggioni, a tiny, cute medi-
eval walled town. 3 E parking close to hand at 4:30; took all 
of 10 mins to walk the 4 street circuit; gelato and vin santo in 
the osteria/cafeteria then home. 

























Courtesy of Gene
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The French Guys’ book mentions gardens between the houses and the walls.













































































Courtesy of Gene
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Giusti’s

Dropped off G& F, gave them our toaster oven for schnibble 
supper, turned down offer to join them to eat leftovers, asked 
about laundry (tomorrow morning) and headed for Giusti’s. 
Much improved, outside terrace enclosed and with table 
cloths; art images on walls. Pizza and calzone fantastic, 
Prosecco first, then crostini (spicy pomodora, chicken liver, 
mushrooms) then za and calz, small bottle of Chianti Classico 
2008, finally clear and yellow grappa, both good. Folks from 
CA and DE at next table. They got a deal on TravelZoo to 
come to Italy.

B was trying to tell the manager about our being here in 
2000. Says he thinks the man understood. Showed him a bul-
letin board of old pictures; couldn’t recognize anyone. B says 
he thought no one was still there from 2000—we’ve outlasted 
the staff!

Pouring rain coming home! 6 wild boars crossing the road 
just before the fattoria!

Little gatto Sophia visited, but would not come upstairs. 
Later, learned she slept for a while on B’s lap in the sitting 
room while he did day planning.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Giusti-Torricelli/316247418419599


At last, Giusti’s!
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